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Trump to Change Color of White House
Presidential hopeful and Republican front-runner Donald Trump has startling plans for his future
home/office. Recently, an off-mic discussion backstage was overheard. Trump spoke with a general contractor
concerning remodeling the national treasure. As future president he would most likely spend most of his time
at his palatial Manhattan, $100,000,000, three-story Trump Tower penthouse. His other half dozen opulent
homes will remain as is.
His real estate empire continues to grow. He has a hard-driving need to build large
structures―matching only wicked King Herod of Bible fame. To him the so-called White House built in 1792,
some 224 years ago, is simply “old” to the businessman turned politician. He has blueprints for a “White
House Tower” already drawn up.
Speaking confidently, with head nodding, he explained, “The white has to go. Too much white on
white that structure.” He queried more to himself than the studious contractor, “Didn’t they have other colors
to use back then? Those red coats used a lot of red didn’t they?”
His plans are to buzz-saw the White House until only a front facade remains. “Straight on, face
forward, it’ll look the same. No problem; people will love it.” He confided to his contractor, “Our citizens
don’t use muskets anymore, and I won’t either. With a solid gold wrecking ball and then a racially mixed crew
of patriotic construction workers we’ll move this wonderful country out of the past and into its beautiful
future.” He emphasized to the foreman, “Colonial style is fine for upscale estates. But, I can’t bring heads-ofstates there to make and close a deal―they’d probably wonder if we even had a refrigerator for cold
drinks―and I mean one plugged into the wall, not an ice box!” He slapped the man on the shoulder adding, “I
want my new home office to be state-of-the-art. My daughter Ivanka, is leaning to a mauve motif with
lavender accents, but I’m not sure America is ready for such a change. My granddaughter is for lively polkadots, arms-wide, three feet in diameter. What a success in the making she is!”
The contractor volunteered more info after Trump went on stage. “The Donald wants waterfalls 14
stories tall coming down shooting out four eagle’s solid gold beaks. The floors above the ‘relic’ as he calls it,
will pretty much be a tall version of the Mall of America in Minnesota. Citizens of all colors can swim, ice
skate, shop, enjoy an aquarium, rides ‘n all that. The crowning attraction will be a virtual Donald Trump Make
America Great Again gallery. Visitors will pay to be photographed with Trump; they chose what he wears, his
expression, his posture, sandy beach backdrop, astronaut suit, hand-gliding, you name it. Just marvelous;
Trumpland is what he’s calling the whole remodel.
“Oh, yeah. In the Trump Gallery visitors can ask him any question and the hologram trump will
answer―spot on.” The contractor waved his clipboard and said his time was up and left.
In conclusion, many who have knowledge of this “transition” are alarmed. They fear that Trump’s
Trumpland fueled by his political and personal ambitions will literally dwarf what the White House has
always stood for. They doubt that “People will LOVE it!”
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